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Covid-19 - Is your organization prepared to
respond

The outbreak of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) has stricken
communities across the globe. The virus’ rapid geographical spread has caught the
world off-guard, with major implications for personal health, business continuity
and the world economic order. Globally integrated supply chain models have been
disrupted, threatening a financial slow-down.

79%

Board members state that
their organizations are not
very well prepared to deal
with a crisis-event

Given the volatility due to COVID-19 event, organizations are facing multiple
challenges ranging from the health and well-being of employees, disruptions in
supply chain, working capital shortages and even the risk of closure of operations.
Following are some questions across key impact areas to help you understand
your organisation’s current preparedness level to manage this disruption.

1
Strategy
►

►

►

►

►

►

Work force
management - How
effectively are you
communicating with
your work force?
Do you have a
Business continuity
Management plan in
place in case of
shutdown of your
business places?
Short-term finances What steps do you
need to take to
manage liquidity?
Is there a need to
reformulate the
business model,
analyze liquidity or
review your capital
allocation strategy?
Supply chain
Management - How
will your supply chain
(both sourcing and
sales) get impacted
due to emerging
situations in the
countries and/ or
regions where your
vendors and
customers are
located?
Customer - Have you
done an impact
assessment on the
effect of the recent
slowdown on demand
for products and
services, as well as
your ability to supply
without disruptions?

2
Process
►

►

►

►

What level of
people/process
redundancy does the
Finance function have
around the world to
compensate for
illness/absence (and
avoid single-point
process failure)?

3
Accounting
►

What manual controls
do you run and which
are at increased risk in
a remote workforce
environment?

►

Close of sub-ledgers
for all transaction
cycles

►

Year-end cut-offs
for revenue and
inventory
verification

►

What is the approach
for capturing and
communicating
changes to close
process and policies?
What estimates do you
make in the current
process, and which
could you make with
reasonable accuracy?
Who is going to make
the decision and how is
it communicated?

How to manage critical
book close activities
like:

►

►

►

Expected credit
losses.

How to identify the
impact of abrupt
changes to the
macroeconomic
environment on
areas like,
►

Asset impairment

►

Fair value
measurement

►

Disclosure of events
after reporting
period

►

►

Other accounting
estimates like
inventory
obsolescence,
actuarial valuations
etc.

Other financial
statement
disclosures

Have you analysed
your contractual rights
and obligations under
events which are
beyond your control
and considered as
force majeure?
What technical memo
or management notes
will be required to
address some of the
key accounting
considerations as
described above
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4
Technology
►

What collaboration
tools are available and
which are people
comfortable using?

►

What systems are not
available via remote
access or have highly
limited access
controls?

►

What systems support
resources will be
available during the
close process?

►

How secure is your
system from cyberattacks? Have all your
employees been
adequately trained for
cybersecurity?

5
Audit
considerations
A) Year-end audit
considerations
►

How are you going to
communicate and
share data with your
auditors in a virtual
environment? Are you
using the data sharing
tools of your Auditor?

►

How to virtually enable
walkthroughs, test of
controls (TOCs) and
test of details (TODs)?

►

How controls over the
financial statement
close process for ICFR
reporting by Auditors
will be ensured?

►

Have we anticipated
deep dive
requirements – identify
incremental effort
required to validate
accounts in the current
environment

►

Is electronic (closing)
binders for required
documents in place and
on time?

►

How can I rethink ways
of working with
auditors and decide
what to prioritize?

B) Regulatory reporting
►

How will review and
audit committee
meetings work in this
environment?

►

How Investor
communications on
what you plan do to
about key risk areas
will be done?

►

Have you looked at
your financial
covenants and stress
tested your compliance
with them?

Pandemic Planning – Surviving Through
Business as Unusual
Impact on the close process will be different by company; Finance function leaders should assess their
situation holistically

Mitigating risk through modification in period-end close process
►

►

►

►

Set up a virtual command center to manage
communications between relevant
stakeholders, including a dedicated or semidedicated systems support resource to
enable rapid response to connectivity issues.
Ensure VPN capacity, system access to
enable remote access, training on remote
working
Re-sequence your close calendar to take into
account likely delays in normal close activities.
Some activities include performing workday
assessments to identify potential bottlenecks,
implementing a plan and anticipating review
logistics and data requirements. Sourcing
laptops on lease for short-term to enable
work from home.
Consider opportunities to shorten close
activities. Some examples include using
estimates for accruals, simplifying allocation
methodology and approach, implementing new
materiality thresholds for non-key account
reconciliations, increasing approval limits for
close adjustments.

►

Continued ability of remote centers to
support the close through backup and
sustainability planning for offshore support
centers.

►

Standardize templates and enforce procedures
to ensure consistency and streamline review
cycles

►

Re-think ways of working to be remotefriendly (collaboration tools, set hours, checkin expectations, etc.)

►

Pursue additional automation opportunities.
Some examples include automating interfaces,
allocations through integration, RPA and
smart contracts

►

►

Risk rank accounts likely to require additional
analysis given the current economic
environment and resource appropriately.

Evaluate some of the inhouse processes that
could be outsourced for short term period
viz., vendor payments, audit support, contract
evaluation, Hedge effectiveness, etc
Leverage external advisers for real time
guidance on changes to reporting
requirements and other technical matters
arising out of changes to the macroeconomic
environment

Prepare for your first remote
close by implementing a
rigorous governance and
tracking process

Prepare to
manage the close

Consider your
meeting cadence

Rigorously
execute

Set guidelines for
working remotely

Leading practices to enable Virtual Audits
►

►

Consider setting up a share point and provide
remote access through VPN to authorized
audit team members through which they can
view information or extract data. (using
permissible scripts/ SmartExporter).
Discuss and agree with your auditors on
alternate solutions for data sharing for
example – private cloud based portals, MS
OneDrive, MS Teams, etc. usage of private
mails and private laptop should be avoided.

►

Tools like MS Teams, Skype, etc. could
facilitate meetings and video calls.

►

If your data security protocols restrict data
access within premises, proactively discuss
with audit teams on their physical availability,
timelines and data delivery protocols. The
working protocols would also depend on the
national advisory released by the
Government of India.

►

To make sure the collaboration and data
sharing protocols are permissible as per your
IT policies and GDPR regulation of each
country as well.

►

As you re-sequence your close calendar to
take into account likely delays in normal close
activities, agree on milestones with your
auditors and set clear expectations.

►

Conduct periodical status meetings with
auditors to identify potential delays in
timeline.

►

Discuss and agree on how to address
incremental reporting needs, changes to
regulatory requirements, revisions to
earnings guidance and impacts on
disclosures

►

Identify critical accounting and auditing
matters and prioritize their resolution

►

Discuss revisions in approach for test of
controls, in particular for manual controls.
Evaluate alternate and compensating controls.

►

Usage of digital signature for confirmations
process

►

Conducting a virtual audit would involve
significant professional judgement on part of
the auditor, as such it is imperative that you
plan early and set expectations accordingly
with your auditor in this respect.

Prepare for your first remote
Virtual Audit
Data Access to
Auditors
Agree Working
protocols
Revisit traditional
audit approach
Addressing
incremental
requirements

Communication with Board and Investors
►

Establish interim checkpoints with CFO and other key executives
to discuss critical financial metrics and trends in real time

►
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Keep investors posted with regulatory updates and its impacts on
Company

Leading practices for books close and virtual
ways of working
Leverage leading practices for virtual ways of working to drive efficiency in
period-end close process

Team interaction

►

►

►

Teams are made of
people – spend more
time on personal
connections than
normal
Formulate a flexibility
schedule and close
expectations to
accommodate
unavoidable personal
circumstances (e.g.,
employees working
while taking care of
dependents)
Let others know you
have seen a request
and will address

Meetings/
working sessions
/ workshops
►

Less formal workshops
and more working
sessions

►

Target no more than
30 minute calls where
possible

►

►

Verify full contact
information in
signature, including
cell phone
Intentional Subjects:
e.g., Request: Send
me xyz…

►

Maintain daily contact

►

Match office
hours/standing
meetings as if onsite

►

Structured, short
notes with short
paragraphs and bullets

►

Hold 1-1 touchpoints
with key business
partners

►

Be purposeful in who
is included in ‘to’ and
who is a ‘cc’ for
awareness only

►

Align on cadence

►

Build flexibility into
required meetings

►

Utilize agendas in
meeting notices to add
structure

►

Leave time to do the
work!

Video
conferencing

E-mail
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►

Sign on with full name,
group, and role

►

Video - Use video chat
(dress as you would at
office)

►

Sound - Make sure
your mic is functioning
at appropriate sound
level, stay on mute
when not speaking,
and minimize
background noise

►

Share – Content, notes
/ actions, whiteboard

►

Leverage more for 1-1
discussions

MS Teams,
Sharepoint, Slack,
Google, etc.
►

Dive into collaboration
features that lend to
virtualization

►

Take advantage of
landing pages, topic
threads

Best practice examples for remote book close
and virtual audits

Outcomes

Key activities undertaken

Challenges

Leading Private
Equity firm
The Company had limited
resources available to support
the standalone Finance &
Accounting function within a
portfolio company.

Online food services
provider
Extracting the data from multiple
source system and transferring
such huge data to Audit team
working from remote locations

►

Designed month-end process
using virtual collaboration
across countries

►

Defined multiple source and
streamlined the requirements
for data extraction.

►

Designed & deployed system
which could be accessed
remotely to help manage JEs
for posting to GL

►

Leveraged Microsoft Teams to
organise a remote connect
session with the with audit
teams.

Defined cross-functional
account reviews to bridge
limited ERP access

►

►

Virtual month-end close
including closing of key subledgers, month-end JEs, and
defining adjusting entries

►

►

System for post-close
activities including account
reconciliation, aging analysis,
and other variance analyses

►

►

Electronic review of monthly
financial reporting package

Energy and environment
solutions Company
Multi-locations, defining
responsibility, agreeing
timelines, medium of sharing
data, collaborating with
component teams , timely
reviews and discussions
►

Leveraged Microsoft Teams
for conducting team planning
and internal trainings on
regulatory updates

►

Facilitating reviews with
screen sharing feature

►

Timely data sharing using
Microsoft One Drive

►

Tracking progress though
various Dashboards

Better understanding of data
requirement and data flow
from multiple systems.

►

Improved alignment among
the component team as well
as audit team

►

Regular touchpoints with
team using Microsoft Teams.

►

►

Transfer of huge data files
made easy with direct VPN
connections

Operational efficiency in
monitoring progress and
overall project management

►

Access to global leading
practices

►

Data integrity and traceability
ensuring overall process
quality

Collaboration with the audit
teams to set up a VPN
connection remotely to
provide access to required
database for extraction data.
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